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this comprehensive treatment of the application of
the federal securities laws to public finance
takes you step by step through the process from
the structuring of a financing to the distribution
of securities and the closing with expert guidance
on the practices contractual relationships trends
issues and market regulations involved the
differences between public and corporate finance
and the legal foundations for both are compared
fippinger provides illustrations drawn from
contemporary financing techniques for public power
housing airport hospital and resource recovery
facilities water projects and elaborate public
programs this guide provides clear cut answers to
the questions that are most likely to come up in
your practice what are the relevant legal
foundations and obligations for due diligence
requirements how do lawyers determine the
existence of registrable securities in highly
structured financings and more trade secret
protection has long been of critical strategic
importance to business interests and globalization
of commerce has driven an increasing need to
govern the preservation of confidentiality in
international business transactions this book off
trade secrets provides not only a general overview
of the governing laws and leading cases but also
practical advice and case citations for a host of
situations this timely handbook marks a major
shift in innovation studies moving the focus of
attention from the standard intellectual property
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regimes of copyright patent and trademark to an
exploration of trade secrecy and the laws
governing know how tacit knowledge and
confidential relationships the editors introduce
the long tradition of trade secrecy protection and
its emerging importance as a focus of scholarly
inquiry the book then presents theoretical
doctrinal and comparative considerations of the
foundations of trade secrecy before moving on to
study the impact of trade secrecy regimes on
innovation and on other social values coverage
includes topics such as sharing norms expressive
interests culture politics competition health and
the environment this important handbook offers the
first modern exploration of trade secrecy law and
will strongly appeal to intellectual property
academics and to students and lawyers practicing
in the intellectual property area professors in
competition law constitutional law and
environmental law will also find much to interest
them in this book as will innovation theorists a
trade secret is confidential commercially valuable
information that provides a company with a
competitive advantage such as customer lists
methods of production marketing strategies pricing
information and chemical formulae well known
examples of trade secrets include the formula for
coca cola the recipe for kentucky fried chicken
and the algorithm used by google s search engine
to succeed in the global marketplace u s firms
depend upon their trade secrets which increasingly
are becoming their most valuable intangible assets
however u s companies annually suffer billions of
dollars in losses due to the theft of their trade
secrets by employees corporate competitors and
even foreign governments stealing trade secrets
has increasingly involved the use of cyberspace
advanced computer technologies and mobile
communication devices thus making the theft
relatively anonymous and difficult to detect this
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book discusses the theft issues legal protections
and industry perspectives on trade secrets this
research guide provides information on where to
find the disparate elements that are important to
begin to understand the area of trade secret law
it lists u s federal and state laws as well as
international laws discusses an array of court
cases many of which offer conflicting analysis and
decisions and covers the uniform trade secrets act
the guide offers a method for discerning relevant
case decisions laws articles and web materials
publisher the legal protection of trade secrets
places trade secrets firmly in the context of
intellectual property rights and commerce and
considers the complex web of law and policy
underlying any decision to protect confidential
information from unauthorized disclosure it
considers the position from both the situation of
the employer and the employee treating certain
information as trade secrets has its legal
advantages but only if you protect that
information properly know your clients rights and
limits with this thorough treatment of the entire
range of trade secret issues the authors give you
winning strategies at every stage of trade secret
protection and explore related topics including
covenants not to compete and raiding employment
rights and responsibilities committee section of
labor and employment law american bar association
the second edition of the law of trade secrets has
been updated to provide new cases and commentary
in the complex area of trade secrets it discusses
and analyses issues such as employee inventors
duties arising from a fiduciary relationship and
economic torts and information secrets the book
contains new material that looks at the
development of equity in protecting privacy and
the law of personal secrets it includes a new
chapter examining the impact of foi regimes in
relation to trade secrets a growing area of
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concern for practitioners readers will find that
the text builds on the strength of the first
edition to result in a highly useful text that
they will turn to in dealing with complex trade
secret issues can you keep a secret in this
hyperconnected world information is the business
asset of the 21st century so our impulse may be to
guard it yet in a flat global economy we have to
share it not just with employees but also partners
vendors customers and consultants here s the risk
secrets falling into the wrong hands can destroy a
project or even bring down a company and the same
technology that enables seamless communication
also makes data theft easy cheap and hard to
detect so what can managers and business owners do
to protect and exploit their competitive advantage
maintain productive relationships and avoid
lawsuits in secrets you will find the answers
discovering how to identify and reduce your risk
of information loss deal with employees leaving to
join or start a competitor manage your data on the
internet and in the cloud build an information
protection program with best practices respond
when you find a breach of confidentiality trade
secrets expert james pooley has written a must
have resource for executives and managers
knowledge workers consultants security
professionals entrepreneurs investors lawyers and
accountants anyone and everyone who works with
information jim pooley has spotted one of the
great ironies of modern business in an age of
transparency and open innovation the value of
secrets has skyrocketed and so has their
vulnerability stan mccoy former assistant u s
trade representative pooley makes the reader feel
every creak of the tightrope innovators must walk
between trusting sensitive information with others
yet also taking smart precautions against lawsuits
leaks and outright theft louis foreman creator of
emmy award winning pbs series everyday edisons and
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author of the independent inventor s handbook the
book is a dose of reality to those in denial about
the real and pervasive dangers of the world we
live in federico faggin co inventor of the
microprocessor with patent protections in america
shrinking steadily more and more companies and
their lawyers will have to turn to trade secrets
and this guide will illuminate the way for all hon
paul michel chief judge ret federal circuit court
of appeals james pooley has been a silicon valley
lawyer leader manager diplomat professor and
writer from 2009 to 2014 he was deputy director
general for innovation and technology at the world
intellectual property organization an agency of
the united nations where he ran the international
patent system this work focuses on what is
protectable as a trade secret litigating trade
secret actions plaintiff s and defendant s
perspectives corporate trade secret protection
plans and practices hiring and terminating
employees criminal prosecution of trade secret
misappropriation provided by publisher a trade
secret is confidential commercially valuable
information that provides a company with a
competitive advantage such as customer lists
methods of production marketing strategies pricing
information and chemical formulae well known
examples of trade secrets include the formula for
coca cola the recipe for kentucky fried chicken
and the algorithm used by google s search engine
to succeed in the global marketplace u s firms
depend upon their trade secrets which increasingly
are becoming their most valuable intangible assets
many businesses have developed proprietary
information that provides a competitive advantage
because it is not known to others as the united
states continues its shift to a knowledge and
service based economy the strength and
competitiveness of domestic firms increasingly
depends upon their know how and intangible assets
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contents of this report introduction trade secrets
and innovation policy an overview of trade secret
law basic principles sources of law the economic
espionage act trade secrets and patents
introduction to the patent system trade secrets
and patents compared potential policy conflicts
the first inventor defense congressional issues
and options concluding observations this is a
print on demand publication edited by leading ip
practitioner trevor cook from bird bird this
important title demystifies the law of trade
secrets in over 30 jurisdictions covering
substantive and procedural aspects of both
criminal and civil law and exploring the final
remedies available designed to provide clear
comprehensive and practical guidance this is a
powerful tool for anyone requiring a broader and
fuller understanding of trade secret protection
globally this collection comprises eighteen
contemporary articles on an often overlooked but
important field of intellectual property law trade
secrets and undisclosed information divided into
five parts the selected articles examine various
aspects of trade secret law including its
historical development and the range of theories
and justifications for trade secret protection the
material also provides a detailed exploration of
the scope and limits of trade secret protection
and addresses how trade secret issues arise in a
number of contexts including employment
governmental relations and the internet of all the
intangible assets trade secrets are the most
valuable and the most intangible of all their
existence depends entirely on the standard of care
applied by the information owner failure to meet
this standard of care can result in the loss of
the company s entire portfolio of trade secrets
without any legal recourse trade secret asset
management provides essential understanding of the
legal security and accounting issues surrounding
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trade secret assets the legal discussion includes
the definition of trade secrets their importance
to the corporation and the manner in which they
are defended or lost security issues include
protecting trade secrets against insider and
outsider theft and the often neglected issue of
inbound security the accounting section details
the processes of inventory identification
valuation and reporting of trade secrets and
concludes with a discussion of new corporate
responsibilities for trade secret assets under the
sarbanes oxley act trade secret law is the first
and only book in the nutshell series to cover
trade secret law in depth it was written as a
companion to cases and materials on trade secret
law by rowe and sandeen the first casebook on
trade secret law but adds more practical advice
thus it is a useful resource for attorneys and law
students alike it could be a supplement to a
course on trade secret law or an ip survey course
that covers trade secret law as most now do like
the casebook it focuses on the predominate law
governing trade secrets in the u s the uniform
trade secrets act now applicable in 47 of 50
states trade secret law in a nutshell addresses
both international and criminal enforcement of
trade secret rights in february of 2013 president
obama issued a report calling for increased
enforcement of trade secret rights both
domestically and internationally making the topic
both current and relevant for business investors
in china the legal handling of trade secrets is
often crucial however initiatives are often
complicated by a patchwork trade secrets
protection system pieced together haphazardly over
the last two decades and drawing on disparate
elements of competition law contract law
employment law and criminal law that diverges in
significant ways from global standards and
corresponding regimes in other countries now at
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last interested parties can benefit richly from a
thorough and practical approach to the subject
this detailed analysis of china s trade secrets
law provides in depth information and guidance on
such important factors as the following the
current framework of china s trade secrets law its
past development and its ongoing trends legal
comparison of china s trade secrets law with
various international regional and national
schemes what constitutes trade secrets
infringement in china and what remedies are
available and the legal interaction in china
between employment relations and trade secrets
protection the author pays close attention to
judicial practice and precedent in the areas of
civil remedies criminal punishment and
administrative penalties she also offers
insightful proposals formulated to align china s
trade secrets law more efficiently with prevailing
global standards and generally improve the
mechanisms for its implementation corporate
counsel and international lawyers concerned with
intellectual property rights or labour law in
china will greatly appreciate the knowledgeable
guidance this book affords they will gain a deeply
informed perspective that allows them to avoid
infringement to battle it effectively if occasion
arises and to plan dispute resolution strategies
for contingencies involving trade secrets
protection in china a comparative analysis of
trade secrets enforcement against ex employees in
the eu and usa aimed at legislators and
practitioners by looking at actual full text
license agreement readers will learn ho company s
characterize and monetize their trade secrets an
overview of what a trade secret is and how it is
valued is also covered trade secrets and post
contractual non compete clauses restrictive
covenants are intrinsically linked issues when
analysed in the context of past and present
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employment while trade secrets have been the
object of legislation in a number of major
jurisdictions during the last couple of years post
employment restrictive covenants have been left
out of such legislative activity still they have
come under increasing scrutiny of economists and
may well come into legislative focus in the near
future as the chapters of this book highlight in
detail the approach to the protection of trade
secrets the conditions under which an employer can
protect trade secrets and other business interests
by way of a restrictive covenant and the scope
within which former employees by using the skills
and knowledge can compete with a former employer
hugely differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction
this is not only so for the effective scope but
also for the underlying doctrinal reasons making a
country by country comparison difficult and a
common structure of the chapters a challenge after
all the topic involves international law paris
convention trips domestic labour law domestic sui
generis protection and most importantly domestic
competition and unfair competition law a field
that up to now has defied all attempts of
harmonisation beyond those categories as
identified by friedrich zoll and implemented as
art 10bis in the paris convention this book
features both comparative and country specific
chapters the latter cover the major jurisdictions
of europe and asia while the former provide a
subject matter analysis by taking into account
legislation and case law in a global context in
recent years as companies implement strategies to
protect their intellectual property in a
competitive environment with rapidly developing
technology trade secret protection law has gained
increasing importance this is especially true in
asia where the staggering commercial value of
trade secrets fierce cross border competition and
large scale labour mobility characterize the
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region s economy this book the first systematic
study of trade secret protection law covering a
number of key asian jurisdictions provides a
detailed analysis of the relevant statutory and
case law of japan korea china taiwan thailand
singapore hong kong malaysia and india in addition
a chapter on european union trade secret
protection law is included for further purposes of
comparison thirty one local experts provide a
clear overview of national laws and practices by
examining the following aspects of their
respective national regimes requirements of trade
secrets validity and scope of confidentiality and
or non competition clauses burden of proof and its
shifting or reversal order for protecting the
secrecy of a trade secret during prosecution and
trial civil remedies injunctive relief and damages
and criminal punishment for trade secret
infringement with its authoritative insights and
comprehensive coverage of the dynamic and
multifaceted development of trade secret
protection law in asia the book will be a primer
for practitioners corporate counsels judges and
scholars concerned with cross border protection of
intellectual assets this the first casebook in the
united states devoted exclusively to trade secret
law is challenging yet user friendly to students
in order to facilitate understanding of the
material the book is designed to be used by law
and business students with no prior background in
intellectual property law throughout the authors
have made conscious and thoughtful decisions about
the way in which the information is presented and
organized the general organization follows a
logical analytical approach to understanding trade
secret law with the chapters progressing from
proving the essential elements of a trade secret
claim to defensive tactics and remedies managing
trade secrets and criminal actions it also
addresses employment management and international
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Trade Secrets

1994

this comprehensive treatment of the application of
the federal securities laws to public finance
takes you step by step through the process from
the structuring of a financing to the distribution
of securities and the closing with expert guidance
on the practices contractual relationships trends
issues and market regulations involved the
differences between public and corporate finance
and the legal foundations for both are compared
fippinger provides illustrations drawn from
contemporary financing techniques for public power
housing airport hospital and resource recovery
facilities water projects and elaborate public
programs this guide provides clear cut answers to
the questions that are most likely to come up in
your practice what are the relevant legal
foundations and obligations for due diligence
requirements how do lawyers determine the
existence of registrable securities in highly
structured financings and more

Trade Secrecy and International
Transactions

2015-08-28

trade secret protection has long been of critical
strategic importance to business interests and
globalization of commerce has driven an increasing
need to govern the preservation of confidentiality
in international business transactions this book
off



Keeping Secrets

2013-06-01

trade secrets provides not only a general overview
of the governing laws and leading cases but also
practical advice and case citations for a host of
situations

The Trade Secrets Handbook

1985

this timely handbook marks a major shift in
innovation studies moving the focus of attention
from the standard intellectual property regimes of
copyright patent and trademark to an exploration
of trade secrecy and the laws governing know how
tacit knowledge and confidential relationships the
editors introduce the long tradition of trade
secrecy protection and its emerging importance as
a focus of scholarly inquiry the book then
presents theoretical doctrinal and comparative
considerations of the foundations of trade secrecy
before moving on to study the impact of trade
secrecy regimes on innovation and on other social
values coverage includes topics such as sharing
norms expressive interests culture politics
competition health and the environment this
important handbook offers the first modern
exploration of trade secrecy law and will strongly
appeal to intellectual property academics and to
students and lawyers practicing in the
intellectual property area professors in
competition law constitutional law and
environmental law will also find much to interest
them in this book as will innovation theorists



Trade Secrets

2017-11-28

a trade secret is confidential commercially
valuable information that provides a company with
a competitive advantage such as customer lists
methods of production marketing strategies pricing
information and chemical formulae well known
examples of trade secrets include the formula for
coca cola the recipe for kentucky fried chicken
and the algorithm used by google s search engine
to succeed in the global marketplace u s firms
depend upon their trade secrets which increasingly
are becoming their most valuable intangible assets
however u s companies annually suffer billions of
dollars in losses due to the theft of their trade
secrets by employees corporate competitors and
even foreign governments stealing trade secrets
has increasingly involved the use of cyberspace
advanced computer technologies and mobile
communication devices thus making the theft
relatively anonymous and difficult to detect this
book discusses the theft issues legal protections
and industry perspectives on trade secrets

Trade Secrets

2006

this research guide provides information on where
to find the disparate elements that are important
to begin to understand the area of trade secret
law it lists u s federal and state laws as well as
international laws discusses an array of court
cases many of which offer conflicting analysis and
decisions and covers the uniform trade secrets act
the guide offers a method for discerning relevant
case decisions laws articles and web materials



publisher

The Law and Theory of Trade
Secrecy

2011

the legal protection of trade secrets places trade
secrets firmly in the context of intellectual
property rights and commerce and considers the
complex web of law and policy underlying any
decision to protect confidential information from
unauthorized disclosure it considers the position
from both the situation of the employer and the
employee

Trade Secrets

2015-04

treating certain information as trade secrets has
its legal advantages but only if you protect that
information properly know your clients rights and
limits with this thorough treatment of the entire
range of trade secret issues the authors give you
winning strategies at every stage of trade secret
protection and explore related topics including
covenants not to compete and raiding

Trade Secrets

2013

employment rights and responsibilities committee
section of labor and employment law american bar
association



The Legal Protection of Trade
Secrets

1992

the second edition of the law of trade secrets has
been updated to provide new cases and commentary
in the complex area of trade secrets it discusses
and analyses issues such as employee inventors
duties arising from a fiduciary relationship and
economic torts and information secrets the book
contains new material that looks at the
development of equity in protecting privacy and
the law of personal secrets it includes a new
chapter examining the impact of foi regimes in
relation to trade secrets a growing area of
concern for practitioners readers will find that
the text builds on the strength of the first
edition to result in a highly useful text that
they will turn to in dealing with complex trade
secret issues

Trade Secrets

1982

can you keep a secret in this hyperconnected world
information is the business asset of the 21st
century so our impulse may be to guard it yet in a
flat global economy we have to share it not just
with employees but also partners vendors customers
and consultants here s the risk secrets falling
into the wrong hands can destroy a project or even
bring down a company and the same technology that
enables seamless communication also makes data
theft easy cheap and hard to detect so what can
managers and business owners do to protect and
exploit their competitive advantage maintain



productive relationships and avoid lawsuits in
secrets you will find the answers discovering how
to identify and reduce your risk of information
loss deal with employees leaving to join or start
a competitor manage your data on the internet and
in the cloud build an information protection
program with best practices respond when you find
a breach of confidentiality trade secrets expert
james pooley has written a must have resource for
executives and managers knowledge workers
consultants security professionals entrepreneurs
investors lawyers and accountants anyone and
everyone who works with information jim pooley has
spotted one of the great ironies of modern
business in an age of transparency and open
innovation the value of secrets has skyrocketed
and so has their vulnerability stan mccoy former
assistant u s trade representative pooley makes
the reader feel every creak of the tightrope
innovators must walk between trusting sensitive
information with others yet also taking smart
precautions against lawsuits leaks and outright
theft louis foreman creator of emmy award winning
pbs series everyday edisons and author of the
independent inventor s handbook the book is a dose
of reality to those in denial about the real and
pervasive dangers of the world we live in federico
faggin co inventor of the microprocessor with
patent protections in america shrinking steadily
more and more companies and their lawyers will
have to turn to trade secrets and this guide will
illuminate the way for all hon paul michel chief
judge ret federal circuit court of appeals james
pooley has been a silicon valley lawyer leader
manager diplomat professor and writer from 2009 to
2014 he was deputy director general for innovation
and technology at the world intellectual property
organization an agency of the united nations where
he ran the international patent system



Trade Secrets Protection and
Exploitation

1998

this work focuses on what is protectable as a
trade secret litigating trade secret actions
plaintiff s and defendant s perspectives corporate
trade secret protection plans and practices hiring
and terminating employees criminal prosecution of
trade secret misappropriation provided by
publisher

Trade Secrets

2018

a trade secret is confidential commercially
valuable information that provides a company with
a competitive advantage such as customer lists
methods of production marketing strategies pricing
information and chemical formulae well known
examples of trade secrets include the formula for
coca cola the recipe for kentucky fried chicken
and the algorithm used by google s search engine
to succeed in the global marketplace u s firms
depend upon their trade secrets which increasingly
are becoming their most valuable intangible assets

Trade Secrets

2019

many businesses have developed proprietary
information that provides a competitive advantage
because it is not known to others as the united
states continues its shift to a knowledge and
service based economy the strength and



competitiveness of domestic firms increasingly
depends upon their know how and intangible assets
contents of this report introduction trade secrets
and innovation policy an overview of trade secret
law basic principles sources of law the economic
espionage act trade secrets and patents
introduction to the patent system trade secrets
and patents compared potential policy conflicts
the first inventor defense congressional issues
and options concluding observations this is a
print on demand publication

The Law of Trade Secrets and
Personal Secrets

2002-01-01

edited by leading ip practitioner trevor cook from
bird bird this important title demystifies the law
of trade secrets in over 30 jurisdictions covering
substantive and procedural aspects of both
criminal and civil law and exploring the final
remedies available designed to provide clear
comprehensive and practical guidance this is a
powerful tool for anyone requiring a broader and
fuller understanding of trade secret protection
globally

Secrets

2024

this collection comprises eighteen contemporary
articles on an often overlooked but important
field of intellectual property law trade secrets
and undisclosed information divided into five
parts the selected articles examine various
aspects of trade secret law including its



historical development and the range of theories
and justifications for trade secret protection the
material also provides a detailed exploration of
the scope and limits of trade secret protection
and addresses how trade secret issues arise in a
number of contexts including employment
governmental relations and the internet

Trade Secrets

2009

of all the intangible assets trade secrets are the
most valuable and the most intangible of all their
existence depends entirely on the standard of care
applied by the information owner failure to meet
this standard of care can result in the loss of
the company s entire portfolio of trade secrets
without any legal recourse trade secret asset
management provides essential understanding of the
legal security and accounting issues surrounding
trade secret assets the legal discussion includes
the definition of trade secrets their importance
to the corporation and the manner in which they
are defended or lost security issues include
protecting trade secrets against insider and
outsider theft and the often neglected issue of
inbound security the accounting section details
the processes of inventory identification
valuation and reporting of trade secrets and
concludes with a discussion of new corporate
responsibilities for trade secret assets under the
sarbanes oxley act

The Protection of Trade Secrets

1981-01-01

trade secret law is the first and only book in the



nutshell series to cover trade secret law in depth
it was written as a companion to cases and
materials on trade secret law by rowe and sandeen
the first casebook on trade secret law but adds
more practical advice thus it is a useful resource
for attorneys and law students alike it could be a
supplement to a course on trade secret law or an
ip survey course that covers trade secret law as
most now do like the casebook it focuses on the
predominate law governing trade secrets in the u s
the uniform trade secrets act now applicable in 47
of 50 states trade secret law in a nutshell
addresses both international and criminal
enforcement of trade secret rights in february of
2013 president obama issued a report calling for
increased enforcement of trade secret rights both
domestically and internationally making the topic
both current and relevant

Protection of Trade Secrets

2015-06-26

for business investors in china the legal handling
of trade secrets is often crucial however
initiatives are often complicated by a patchwork
trade secrets protection system pieced together
haphazardly over the last two decades and drawing
on disparate elements of competition law contract
law employment law and criminal law that diverges
in significant ways from global standards and
corresponding regimes in other countries now at
last interested parties can benefit richly from a
thorough and practical approach to the subject
this detailed analysis of china s trade secrets
law provides in depth information and guidance on
such important factors as the following the
current framework of china s trade secrets law its
past development and its ongoing trends legal



comparison of china s trade secrets law with
various international regional and national
schemes what constitutes trade secrets
infringement in china and what remedies are
available and the legal interaction in china
between employment relations and trade secrets
protection the author pays close attention to
judicial practice and precedent in the areas of
civil remedies criminal punishment and
administrative penalties she also offers
insightful proposals formulated to align china s
trade secrets law more efficiently with prevailing
global standards and generally improve the
mechanisms for its implementation corporate
counsel and international lawyers concerned with
intellectual property rights or labour law in
china will greatly appreciate the knowledgeable
guidance this book affords they will gain a deeply
informed perspective that allows them to avoid
infringement to battle it effectively if occasion
arises and to plan dispute resolution strategies
for contingencies involving trade secrets
protection in china

Protecting Trade Secrets,
Patents, Copyrights, and
Trademarks

1990

a comparative analysis of trade secrets
enforcement against ex employees in the eu and usa
aimed at legislators and practitioners

Role of Trade Secrets in



Innovation Policy

2011-04

by looking at actual full text license agreement
readers will learn ho company s characterize and
monetize their trade secrets an overview of what a
trade secret is and how it is valued is also
covered

Trade Secrets

2023

trade secrets and post contractual non compete
clauses restrictive covenants are intrinsically
linked issues when analysed in the context of past
and present employment while trade secrets have
been the object of legislation in a number of
major jurisdictions during the last couple of
years post employment restrictive covenants have
been left out of such legislative activity still
they have come under increasing scrutiny of
economists and may well come into legislative
focus in the near future as the chapters of this
book highlight in detail the approach to the
protection of trade secrets the conditions under
which an employer can protect trade secrets and
other business interests by way of a restrictive
covenant and the scope within which former
employees by using the skills and knowledge can
compete with a former employer hugely differ from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction this is not only so
for the effective scope but also for the
underlying doctrinal reasons making a country by
country comparison difficult and a common
structure of the chapters a challenge after all
the topic involves international law paris
convention trips domestic labour law domestic sui



generis protection and most importantly domestic
competition and unfair competition law a field
that up to now has defied all attempts of
harmonisation beyond those categories as
identified by friedrich zoll and implemented as
art 10bis in the paris convention this book
features both comparative and country specific
chapters the latter cover the major jurisdictions
of europe and asia while the former provide a
subject matter analysis by taking into account
legislation and case law in a global context

Trade Secrets

2019

in recent years as companies implement strategies
to protect their intellectual property in a
competitive environment with rapidly developing
technology trade secret protection law has gained
increasing importance this is especially true in
asia where the staggering commercial value of
trade secrets fierce cross border competition and
large scale labour mobility characterize the
region s economy this book the first systematic
study of trade secret protection law covering a
number of key asian jurisdictions provides a
detailed analysis of the relevant statutory and
case law of japan korea china taiwan thailand
singapore hong kong malaysia and india in addition
a chapter on european union trade secret
protection law is included for further purposes of
comparison thirty one local experts provide a
clear overview of national laws and practices by
examining the following aspects of their
respective national regimes requirements of trade
secrets validity and scope of confidentiality and
or non competition clauses burden of proof and its
shifting or reversal order for protecting the



secrecy of a trade secret during prosecution and
trial civil remedies injunctive relief and damages
and criminal punishment for trade secret
infringement with its authoritative insights and
comprehensive coverage of the dynamic and
multifaceted development of trade secret
protection law in asia the book will be a primer
for practitioners corporate counsels judges and
scholars concerned with cross border protection of
intellectual assets

Trade Secrets Throughout the
World

2011

this the first casebook in the united states
devoted exclusively to trade secret law is
challenging yet user friendly to students in order
to facilitate understanding of the material the
book is designed to be used by law and business
students with no prior background in intellectual
property law throughout the authors have made
conscious and thoughtful decisions about the way
in which the information is presented and
organized the general organization follows a
logical analytical approach to understanding trade
secret law with the chapters progressing from
proving the essential elements of a trade secret
claim to defensive tactics and remedies managing
trade secrets and criminal actions it also
addresses employment management and international
issues

Trade Secret Protection

2016



Trade Secrets

2017

Trade Secrets and Undisclosed
Information

2014

Trade Secret Asset Management

2006-07-01

Trade Secrets

2008

Trade Secret Law in a Nutshell

2013

Trade Secrets

2016

The Protection of Trade Secrets
in China

2012-11-01



Trade Secrets and Employee
Mobility

2018-02-08

Licensing Trade Secrets

2011-01

Protection of Trade Secrets:
Overview of Current Law and
Legislation (R43714).

2013

Trade Secrets

2017

Trade Secrets

2013

Employees, Trade Secrets and
Restrictive Covenants

2016-11-24



Trade Secret Protection

2021-08-11

Cases and Materials on Trade
Secret Law

2012
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